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Introducing the Adelaide Central School of Art  
graduating class of 2022 

The 2022 Graduate Exhibition celebrates and acknowledges 
the work of the twenty-seven students completing the 
Bachelor of Visual Art (Honours) and Bachelor of Visual Art 
degree programs. 

This year we also celebrate the 40th anniversary of Adelaide 
Central School of Art, an impressive milestone for a small 
Institute of Higher Education with a single focus. It has been 
wonderful to reflect on the achievements of our alumni 
and acknowledge the contributions of many extraordinary 
people who believe in the School and have contributed to 
its fabric over the years. I’d like to particularly acknowledge 
all the current and former staff and board members with 
special mention to previous CEO Ingrid Kellenbach and the 
School’s founder and long-term CEO, Rod Taylor. 

Our degree program is rigorous and challenging - students 
are required to be dedicated and disciplined artists. 
Commencing the degree with foundational instruction 
in drawing, painting, sculpture, and art history, students 
progress through a range of units that build their technical 
capacity and intellectual versatility. These graduates have 
risen to the challenge to make complex connections 
between ideas and materials with vigor and passion. 

Each graduate has created a unique and engaging body of 
work, delving deeply into subjects as diverse as Adelaide’s 
lost architectural history and the world’s imagined dystopic 
future. There is a focus on environmental fragility, drawing 
on the closely observed nuances of geological and floral 

forms, coastal landscapes, and our rugged interior. They 
have emulated and critiqued idiosyncratic artistic subcultures, 
including work we may be more accustomed to seeing in 
internet memes or toilet cubicle walls. Our students also 
engage with a range of mediums, from meticulously observed 
oil painting through traditional weaving and embroidery to 
emotionally affecting performance and installation works. 
Their differing perspectives encompass the politically pertinent 
and the powerfully personal, but each project has been 
approached with rigor and bravery. 

The School has been ranked as the best art school in South 
Australia by the Quality Indicators for Learning & Teaching 
(QILT) Student Experience Survey for five years running. In the 
most recent survey, we were rated fourth overall nationally 
for undergraduate student experience out of 139 institutions, 
including all Australian Universities and Non-University Higher 
Education Institutions. This result continues to strengthen  
the school’s reputation as a national leader in visual arts  
higher education.

Congratulations to the 2022 graduating students, we wish  
you every success in your visual art career. The Board of 
Governors, Academic Board and staff are very proud  
of your achievements. 

Now is the time to celebrate.

Penny Griggs
CEO, Adelaide Central School of Art

40th Anniversary party on 8 October (clockwise) Rod Taylor AM, founder and long term CEO | Graduating students Ida and Tailor 
The Burnside Ballroom from above | Chris Orchard, longest serving Lecturer and one the founding Central Studios artists
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Forgetting (studio trial), 2022, installation of 29 televisions, 5 digital signal converters,  
w4 media players, 6 antenna splitters, dimensions variable

The screens flicker and images are fleetingly visible. They recur, but with 
disparity, warped by differing perspectives. Finally, they degenerate into 
static or dissolve into a black screen.   

I am interested in revealing the technological slippages and idiosyncrasies 
of obsolete domestic televisions as a way of communicating notions of loss. 
Through material failure, loss of information, and dislocation from the home 
these screens describe the experiences of deteriorating memory, inaccessible 
moments, and loss.  

My practice operates primarily within the fields of time-based media and 
installation and uses the material qualities of the moving image to explore 
affective ideas relating to personal histories.  

Forgetting (detail), 2022, 29 televisions, 5 digital signal converters, 4 media players, 6 antenna splitters, dimensions variable

GEORGIA BUTTON 
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"Orchid Trees", 2022, Onkaparinga woollen blanket, florist wire, cotton. Installation, dimensions variable.

My practice is fundamentally grounded in environmentalism, with deep listening 
and change-making at its core. I attempt to highlight our collective responsibility 
to care for our ecological home. The word ‘home’ embeds me in the ancient 
homelands of the Kaurna, Ngarrindjeri and Narungga Nations and in Karta 
Pintingga (Kangaroo Island).  

Acacia, bracken and eucalyptus disperse their colours into dye pots, which 
are in turn fuelled by fire. My labour of care for Country is mapped onto 
repurposed Onkaparinga woollen blankets, which carry with them the weight 
of colonisation, problematic histories, and the mismanagement of biodiverse 
endemic landscapes. Using florist wire and my grandmother’s thread, the 
blankets are sculpted into an installation of over-sized orchid forms, speculating 
on regenerative relationships flourishing across community and Country.  
My making processes are correlated with the seasonal cycles of growth and  
are informed by First Nation principles of land management.   

(L,R) Karta Pintingga (Kangaroo Island) drying Onkaparinga woollen blankets dyed with Indigenous plants (in progress details), 2022.
"Orchid Trees", (in progress, details), 2022, Onkaparinga woollen blanket, florist wire, cotton. Installation, dimensions variable.

LARA TILBROOK 
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Work in Progress, 2022, pencil on paper, 63 x 85 cm(L,R) Hope, 2022, pencil on paper, 70 x 70 cm | Let Me Go, 2022, pencil on paper, 70 x 80 cm 

Working in the field of drawing, my practice is an autobiographical exploration 
that investigates a sense of self that is created through accessing repressed 
memories and experiences. This sense of self is formed through experiences  
and relationships, essentially forming mental or emotional marks. I transform 
these highly personal memories and experiences into drawings using traditional 
realist techniques.  

I see the process of making as a release and catharsis; fundamentally, emotional 
‘marks’ are translated into highly rendered drawings. In making these drawings, 
I continually alter them to relate to different memories and experiences; this 
focus on repetition, process and intent effectively develops and strengthens my 
sense of self. Through the repetitive act of making, I simultaneously construct 
aspects of my personal identity over and over. Like my state of mind, this process 
will be ever-evolving.  

TAMARA ARTHUR 
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Untitled (Crystals), 2022, organza and cotton thread, dimensions variable(L,R) Quartz var. Amethyst, 2022, watercolour and coloured pencil on paper, 21 x 29.7 cm  
Dioptase, 2022, watercolour and coloured pencil on paper, 21 x 29.7 cm

Stones.  

Solid, primordial, ancient beings that stand as silent witnesses deserving 
of respect. As markers of geological time, they grow and respond to 
environmental forces. They are imbued with energy and potential. 

My work reflects an enchantment with the mineral world. I never cease 
to be fascinated by the variety of forms in rocks and crystals. Each is 
unique and embodies a different energy. Crystals dug up from the 
depths of earth are conduits of luminous light and colour.  

Stones have been revered throughout history for their mystical and 
healing properties. In my drawings, paintings, and sculpture, I attempt 
to convey a sense of agency and numinosity in these often-overlooked 
non-human beings. 

RITA BELLATI 
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In the dry, Adelaide Parklands, 2022, handmade paper and paper casts, jute fibre, cotton warp, jasmine vine, 
watercolour, 80 x 56 cm

The tactile joy of bark, leaves and stone; the nurturing feel of natural 
fibres; the textural satisfaction of aloe leaves or river stones or damp 
earth. These are the sorts of sensory memories I want to evoke in people 
as they view my work. Texture is my wellspring, anchored by pattern 
and colour; cues taken from nature.  

I use recycled raw materials to make handmade paper, creating the 
material with which I sculpt and providing endless variations in colour 
and texture. I build my own looms and weave the paper with hand-
dyed jute fibre, chosen for its textural rawness. I strive to capture 
the sensation of natural surfaces or the textures in topography often 
suggested by aerial photography I have taken. I enter into a dialogue 
with my materials to see where they might lead me, being open to the 
possibilities they offer and sometimes surprised at where we arrive.  

(L,R) Paperbark ossuary, 2022, handmade paper, hand-dyed jute fibre, cotton warp, jasmine vine, watercolour, 80 x 56 cm
Deep in the trees, Blackwood, 2022, handmade paper, hand-dyed jute fibre, cotton warp, watercolour, 43 x 123 cm

ANTHONY BUSCH 
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Garden Series, 2022, embroidery on fabric, dimensions variable(L,R) Sick of Feeling Dead Inside, 2022, embroidery on fabric, 15 x 15 cm | A Clock Stopped, 2022, knitted yarn, approx. 50 x 30 cm
 

I use fantasy in my art as a vessel through which to convey complex and 
emotional real-life experiences. My artistic process is about trial and error 
and I feel that mistakes are a part of life and integral to learning. I strive 
to keep learning new things and developing new skills. I use drawing 
and textile practices to explore past experiences and present emotions as 
a way to organize my thoughts and channel my energy into something 
constructive and meaningful. My work is confessional and personal, 
drawing on themes of the abject and the monstrous-feminine and placing 
them in a pseudo-domestic setting, which emulates my perceptions of the 
world. Text is also important to my practice. I like to play with language 
through the use of titling and metaphors within my work.    

ESTELLE CRIARIS 
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Walls meeting, 2022, mixed media, 180 x 50 x 30 cmWalls meeting, detail, 2022, mixed media, 180 x 50 x 30 cm

My mixed media installation recognises the bathroom stall as a place 
for queer sexuality, communication, and representation. The work 
seeks to celebrate the social, sexual, and political platform that is 
represented by this space. The grit, the grime and the complex intimacy 
which takes place in this atmosphere has driven the development of 
this work. The accumulated layers of paint, stickers, and mark-making 
attempt to highlight and acknowledge this sometimes overlooked and 
underappreciated LGBTQIA+ arena for happenings. 

KIRRA CURTIS 
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Krumau am Kamp 2, 2022, oil on canvas, 100 x 100 cm 

My work explores ideas of the private versus public and queer subjectivity 
through the lens of an alter-ego. This alter ego has emerged in my practice 
as a green and white striped painted motif and has since become ever-
present. My practice is primarily informed by my past careers in fashion 
design and as cabin crew in aviation, and by my lived experience as a  
queer person.  

In this body of paintings, I respond to foreign places and personal narrative 
through the depiction of garments, uniforms and urban environments. 
In doing so, I attempt to speak to the disconnection I feel within hetero-
normative structures and patriarchal systems. The insertion of the stripe 
motif into my compositions has become a strategy to articulate my lived 
experiences, representing my internal tussle between masculinity and 
femininity. They distort and distract. They retreat and advance. Over, under, 
overlapping, back and forth, audacious and polite, transparent and opaque.  

(L,R) Stripes on Stripes, 2022, oil on board, 80 x 60 cm | Krumau am Kamp 3, 2022, oil on canvas, 100 x 100 cm 

BRENTON DRECHSLER 
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Sexy Bitches, 2022, oil on canvas, 152 x 122 cm

Old McDonald had a farm… and on that farm he had two sexy bitches, a 
tasty cow, a soy boy, a man and his best friend, and a pet on their walkies. 

My large-scale figurative paintings explore humans’ complex anthropocentric 
relationship with animals as companions and commodities. I’m interested in 
how this intersects with stereotypes of masculinity and femininity in popular 
culture. This is a place where women are treated as objects comparatively 
with animals, and toxic masculinity is indulged in meat culture. With a nod 
to stylistic features of advertising, my paintings are dead-pan, witty and 
fantastical, accentuating the absurd world we live in.  

Ee i ee i o.   

ISABELLA EVANS 

(L,R) Walkies, 2022, oil on canvas, 91 x 91 cm | Sexy Bitches (detail), 2022, oil on canvas, 152 x 122 cm
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The Superway, 2022, oil on canvas, 61 x 91 cm

Where does the search for lost and hidden knowledge begin? For the modern 
day flaneur it begins by slowly walking and observing the city. Absorbing. 
Reflecting. The act of slowing down and being present works as an act of 
resistance in a future focussed society. A time to re-consider everyday objects 
and scenes and to decode their inscribed values.  

The slow act of painting mirrors the attitude of slowly observing. Deadpan 
portrayals of the world invite another look. Hyper-real colours multiply the 
feeling of disquiet. The absence of figures invite the viewer into the first-person 
narrative. All this to open the viewer to a different perspective on the world. 

My work is an opportunity for me to explore the city for that lost and hidden 
knowledge. These are pathways to create a narrative to share. The first step  
on the road to dialogue and making the unseen, seen. 

PATRICK FITZGERALD 

(L,R) The Chair, 2022, oil on canvas, 91 x 91 cm | The Gathering, 2022, oil on canvas, 76 x 61 cm 
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Tree Skin, 2022, Warp: cotton, Weft: hand-spun alpaca, merino wool, hand-spun merino wool, unspun 
merino wool, solar dyed cocoon silk, eucalyptus fibre, first cut goat mohair, Woven panel 54 x 29 cm 

Slow down and see the nature around you.  

Touch the surfaces of plants and trees, feel their presence and tactile skins. 

These encounters inform my studio practice, where time and touch are as 
important as my observances. Rather than depict these interactions, I explore ways 
to convey an expression of the feeling I experience when connecting to nature.  

Texture is a key component in communicating the feeling of the surfaces I 
encounter and the tactile sensibility that seems beyond intelligence. In the studio, 
the practice of weaving and printmaking impose another slowing down as I seek 
out a conversation with materials and processes. 

The essence of my art practice is to express the feeling of slowing down and 
observing the presence, colours, volumes, spaces and textures of the nature in  
my local environment.  

(L,R) Tree Space, 2022, Warp: linen, Weft: linen, jute, cotton. Woven panel 56.5 x 36.5 cm | Street Tree Wet, 2022, Monotype on paper, 51 x 38 cm 
Street Tree Grey, 2022, Monotype on paper, relief ink, 51 x 38 cm

JULIE HARDING 
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Beginning in the end, 2022, suitcase, dried plants, plastic, 60 x 80 cm(L,R) Co-Existence, 2022, glass containers, soil, plastic, plants, dimensions variable
We Left a Mark, 2022, glass containers, found objects, plastic, soil, plants, tarp, dimensions variable

It is the year 3753 and as you know human society has long since 
collapsed. Since the 21st century the integration of plastic into our natural 
world has been unstoppable, although many have tried. If you are reading 
this I am gone, and you have found my home and life’s work. It is now 
your job to continue as I and many others have. You will be responsible 
for exploring, collecting, documenting and caring for what is left of the 
plant life on Earth. It is important to utilize anything that can house a 
plant; don’t worry about the plastic it is unavoidable. Tend to the healthy 
plants as best you can and preserve the hybrid specimens. Watch out for 
some of the newly evolved species, they bite! Just draw them using ink 
from the Shaggy Ink Cap Mushroom. Good Luck! 

TAHLIA HIEATT 
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Man and Giraffe, 2022, digital photography, 100 x 40 cm(L,R) Nuclear Romance, 2022, digital photography, 100 x 40 cm | Collection of Ken Hua’s photography

Television and film are part our everyday life. Television is arguably the go-to source 
of information and entertainment nowadays and because of this, the dreams in my 
head are constantly reflected and influenced by television, films and mass media.  

I view my photomontages as an expression of those dreams. Dreams that are 
depicted from images and express a clearer understanding of myself and of my 
world. This allows me to further emphasise that film and television are both 
everywhere and inevitable in my head, ranging from recreating the misc en scène 
to the surreal nature of the subject. Everything you may see of this depiction 
throughout the images may be described as visually clear but vague, which 
perfectly describe my understanding of pop culture and the surrealistic nature  
of my photomontages.  

KEN HUA 
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‘Remember, light and shadow never stand still.’ 

Benjamin West 

Why do inanimate objects hold our attention? No movement or life, but 
still able to instil in us a keen interest? These tangible items invoke strong 
emotions, whether they be unique and priceless or common and plentiful, 
inherited or purposefully collected. Heirlooms passed down from generation to 
generation, ornaments, souvenirs and memorabilia, all speak to fundamental 
truths of life and living, impregnated with nostalgia and a sense of personal 
history. I have discovered that these objects have a life of their own. Look 
closely and they will show you stories of the past. Look closely and you will 
discover that within the play of light and shadow, these objects are themselves 
alive and not inanimate at all.

SANDRA KELMAN 

Family Gathering, 2022, oil on canvas, 90 x 50 cm (L,R) Disinfected, 2022, oil on canvas, 35 x 45 cm
Do You Remember When...?, 2022, oil on canvas board, 28 x 35 cm 
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My prints and paintings respond to the tendency of tourists to 
travel through the Australian rural landscape seeking to document 
the picturesque in posed moments. The construction of the rural 
landscape in my paintings is formed from the highly designed formal 
qualities that I have seen in early Australian colonial art, advertising, 
and current social media trends. My work unpacks my own feelings  
of discomfort, as I grapple with image-making and continue to travel 
on unceded Kaurna Land. 

LARA KITTEL 

(L,R) That’s awkward, 2022, oil on canvas paper, 23 x 30 cm | This is living, 2022, oil on canvas paper, 23 x 30 cm Diving into conformity, 2022, oil on canvas paper, 30 x 40 cm
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Wind Signalling instrument no.1, 2022, silk, fishing line, 110 cm(L,R) Shift 2, 2022, acrylic, 60 x 90 cm | Wind Signalling instrument no.1, (detail), 2022, silk, fishing line, 110 cm

The flux and unpredictability of nature, continues to draw me like a magnet 
to the ocean. This is where I grew up, and to where I return each week. Then 
I discovered a diary which revealed that some of my maternal ancestors also 
lived on the coast, on King Island in the middle of Bass Strait in the 1820-40s;  
a sealer living with Tasmanian First Nations women. The archives reveal that 
such relationships were often coercive. 

Through the field of contemporary installation, I poetically engage and 
speculate upon my relationship with the coast and my ancestral connections. 
I try to find a way to respond to the gaps in archival narratives, to reveal the 
unseen, to immerse the viewer, so they too can experience the anxiety and 
tension that I feel.  

JUDITH KLAVINS 
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Vessel (detail), 2022, watercolour on Montval paper, 220 x 150 cm(L,R) Crown (detail), 2022, watercolour on Montval paper, 150 x 100 cm
Press (detail), 2022, watercolour on Montval paper, 150 x 123 cm

A proposition: The term may have been coined in the 1920s, but Surrealism 
has been with us for a very long time. It represents the strange, which walks 
beside us every bit as much as love, or storytelling, or any one of those human 
things which we do regardless of our history or culture. 

It is a path well-trodden by those who preceded us. It will continue to be 
trodden by those who follow. And here I am, adding my footprints, too.   
In doing so, I experience echoes of my predecessors, who might just have seen 
the same sights and thought the same thoughts as I do now. And I also leave 
prints for someone to see down the track, to let them know I have thought 
the same thoughts as them. It is a cairn of strangeness built for my successors 
to see, and know they, too, are seen. 

YANA LEHEY 
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Diana, 2022, oil on canvas, 76.2 x 101.6 cm(L,R) Mai (detail), 2022, oil on canvas, 76.2 x 101.6 cm
Diana (detail), 2022, oil on canvas, 76.2 x 101.6 cm

Chinese, Indian, English, Estonian, Latvian, Romanian, Greek, Vietnamese  
Who are you?  
Australian 
We talk, we laugh, we share our stories,  
Tales of home in lands both near and far, 
Of home here and now, in this place, in this country, 
Australia  

These are my friends and work colleagues; they are some of the characters 
that make up my local environment. I use portraiture as a means of engaging 
and connecting with people in my community. I love the cultural diversity 
that surrounds me and that enriches and expands my way of being. For me 
painting portraits is an act of respect, of honouring and acknowledging the 
wonderful people around me. It is highlighting the ordinary everyday people 
that make life extraordinary. 

KHANH MAI 
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Container, 2022, ink, graphite, pastel, acrylic paint, colour pencil on watercolour paper, 21 x 14.5 cm(L,R) Hub, 2022, ink, graphite, pastel, acrylic paint, colour pencil on watercolour paper, 21 x 14 cm
Rig, 2022, ink, graphite, pastel, acrylic paint, colour pencil on watercolour paper, 21 x 14.5 cm

‘A seasoned practitioner knows that to embark on any venture means pushing 
the boat out into the stream of a volatile and ever-changing environment, with 
no knowing what will transpire. It is an inherently uncertain business.’ 

Tim Ingold  

I recall a list I began in the studio (and discarded almost immediately) with two 
columns entitled ‘What works’ and ‘What doesn’t work’, a studious attempt 
to designate methods as either constructive or detrimental. The problem with 
such an inventory is that each situation is profoundly different and I have learnt 
that there is no way of assigning methods in such absolute terms. As painters 
we develop a vast vocabulary of actions and experience, but this ever-widening 
pool only highlights the particularity of each moment we spend with materials. 

NAOMI MCCANN 
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Dinners Ready, 2022, found dolls house, LED light, frosted plastic, acrylic paint, 98 x 80 x 38 cm(L,R) When childhood ended, 2022, knitted wool, 70 x 90 cm  
Annabel’s butterflies, 2022, clay, acrylic, PVA glue, 47 x 57 cm

When we hold a candle to our past, to our childhood, we awaken our 
young minds, our old minds, what they used to be. We revisit who we 
were, before the voice of reason took what was ours. The home holds 
us within, we will never leave, they’ll never leave us. Their walls form 
our skin, their windows form our eyes, their corners give us safety from 
the storm outside. Returning home is a series of connected yet singular 
installation works revisiting personal memories of the home and childhood. 
Performing a warm engagement with the personal archives of memory, 
the works investigate the theoretical aspects of home and their presence 
and connection to our childhood memories, both positive and negative; 
revisited, re-remembered, reimagined, revived and retold.  

ABBEY MURDOCH 
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Wills and Hajek, 2022, oil on board, 60 x 74 cm(L,R) Wills and Hajek (detail), 2022, oil on board, 60 x 74 cm
Adelaide City Baths and Maughan Uniting (study), 2022, oil on board, 30 x 37 cm

The city I grew up in is being unbuilt. Hajek Plaza, Union Hall, Maughan 
Uniting and Centennial Hall were familiar and innovative spaces for me in 
Adelaide. Lost buildings are those which have been demolished, degraded  
or altered. I enjoy rebuilding these lost spaces in my imagination from 
memories, stories, photos and drawings. For me, lost architecture has a 
limitless potential for speculative cityscapes, hybridised constructions and 
monolithic human forms.  

Working with oil paint on board from meticulous architectural reconstructions, 
I’m exploring the intersection of self-portraiture and lost Adelaide buildings 
through tonal realism. 3D computer modelling has allowed me to build 
fantastical future worlds composed of lost twentieth century buildings that 
form the basis for paintings. As a visual artist, I see architectural memory as  
a generous space for inspiration, reinvention and rebuilding. 

AARON PARKER 
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Scroll Wheel, 2022, found spinning wheel, wood, conductive fabric, leather, iPhone, 
motor and microcontroller, 85 x 85 x 36 cm

(L,R) Scroll Wheel (detail), 2022, found spinning wheel, wood, conductive fabric, leather, iPhone, motor and microcontroller, 85 x 85 x 36 cm
Historical Quilt (detail), 2022, cotton thread on husband’s jeans, mother’s tea towel, brother’s favourite shirt, daughter’s comforter, baby’s pants, 
granny’s nightie, dad’s curtains, daughter’s surrogate mother’s maternity pyjamas, baby’s surrogate mother’s maternity top 1.5 x 2 m

For my 15th birthday I was gifted the Internet. Back then dialup was 
charged per minute, so I spent the days planning each move on a post-it 
note to execute with military precision at night when the phone line was 
no longer in use. 

These days my tech knows what I want before I do. I no longer have to 
know or remember, nor look outside to know the weather. I think about 
what we gain and lose in these moments, and whether or not Siri is 
having a nice day. 

Behind every machine is a person who willed it to be so. So here I am, 
shifting entrenched distributions of knowledge, memory and labour 
between me and my tech. Through this body of work, I’m trying to  
figure out what it means to be human in this age of technology. 

MARIAN SANDBERG 
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Untitled 2, 2022, oil on board, 120 x 90 cm(L,R) Untitled 1, 2022, oil on board, 120 x 90 cm | Untitled 3, 2022, oil on board, 120 x 90 cm

Strange Madness 

What is real to your eyes, does it deceive you? Can you feel it? 
Can you touch it? Can you sense it? 

I question reality and the familiarity of our lived experiences.  

Seeking out the everyday, emerging and evolving from our 
deepest memories and imagination. 

Attempting to evoke the life that we live, like a breath of fresh air, 
a new world viewed first hand.   

WILLIAM SMITH 
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Uprooted, (performance documentation), 2022, photograph by Joseph James Francis

Akin to the awe that inspires a sense of the sublime in forest clearings  
or religious architecture, I seek to induce this embodied openness.  
Explicitly deploying multiple sensory stimuli, I invite, lure and lead the body. 
Participating in such immersive multi-sensory spaces, where the mundane 
falls away, one is readied to face existential conundrums.  

Through performance, sculpture, video and installation I invigilate a 
conversation with long term familial relationships and all their related 
tensions. Maintenance, acceptance, choice, withholding, power, violence 
and tenderness. I have built space for pain to be witnessed, asking it to 
speak back. Employing symbols, re-enactment and re-exposure, I seek  
to know if an aesthetic of pain-revisited can have a lingering effect on  
self-concept and influence future decision making. 

IDA SOPHIA 

They Did Everything They Could With What They Had, 2022, durational performance still, fine art matte paper, 30 x 30 cm
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Garden, 2022, fluid acrylic and pastel on canvas 200 x 170 cm

Through a studio-led process, this project is an exploration of colour 
and fluid painting. For many years I have been inspired by the work 
of modernist painters and contemporary women artists using fields 
of colour. Fluid paints and pastels are used to reflect memories and 
attachments I have to significant people and places in my life. I paint 
directly onto canvas on the floor, directing the paint to seep into and 
travel across the canvas, and allowing the paint to move in unexpected 
ways. This process lets go of excessive control, and allows me to further 
interact with the materials and colours as they speak to me. 

HILARY STEIN 

(L,R) Galaxy, 2022, fluid acrylic and pastel on canvas, 100 x 80 cm | Weeping Cherry, 2022, fluid acrylic and pastel on canvas 175 x 200 cm
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Petrichor 1, 2022, mixed media on canvas, 180 x 200 cm(L,R) Backwash, 2022, acrylic on canvas, 122 x 122 cm | Searching for a foothold, 2022, diptych, oil on canvas, 30 x 30 cm (each)

Virginia Woolf describes memory as a capricious seamstress who runs 
her needle in and out through time and experience, linking everything 
we know by the threads of memory. I too am pulling threads from my 
own lived experiences. These threads define my journey, a journey that 
informs my emotional response to memory and excites and compels 
me to paint. Each painting is a process of responding, reflecting and 
reworking which shifts and changes as I seek to find a freshness and an 
immediacy in the work. My work emerges newly in the context of all 
that previously existed, it is begun, continued and re-considered. All of 
my life experiences together with my processes of creating art are pieces 
of the same seamless whole. 

CHRISTINE SYME 



Reimagining Eden, 2022, found items, organic materials, beads, thread, and resin(L,R) Reimagining Eden (detail), 2022, found items, organic materials, beads, thread, and resin
Desire Lines, 2022, photograph of artist’s hand with gold embroidery

My body, in conjunction with erotic embodied expression, found objects, 
and embroidery, becomes the material catalysts that encapsulate various 
expressions of pleasure and desire. 

Displaying artistic vulnerability allows me as the artist to engage with 
uncomfortable and complex subject matter that generates meaningful 
questions and answers. Through the assertion of erotic bodily memory, 
feelings and desires become a means to self-knowledge and wisdom. 

I consider these works to be a symbiotic material and conceptual ecosystem 
that is dedicated to my personal experiences, desires, and fierce drive to 
reclaim my body as a sacred space of joy, intimacy, and pleasure. I find 
liberation within my body as a powerfully magnetic, enthralling, and erotic 
force that transcends the physicality of the material body. 

TAILOR WINSTON 
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THANK YOU TO OUR DONORS,  
SPONSORS AND PARTNERS

2022 PARTNERS

2022 CREATIVE PARTNERS

Corporate partnerships are available, and all donations over $2 are tax deductible. 
Please contact our CEO, Penny Griggs, on (08) 8299 7300 to find out how you can 
support our creative journey.

ADELAIDE CENTRAL SCHOOL 
OF ART AWARDS 

Each year, ACSA provides awards for excellence to 
outstanding students. In 2022, we welcome, Joanna Kitto, 
Director, West Gallery, Melbourne to assist in judging 
and presenting the following awards at the Graduate 
Exhibition opening events:

• SUREWiSE Major Travel Award  
for a high-achieving graduate

• Hill Smith Art Advisory Award  
for drawing or painting  

• ACE Open Studio Residency 

• James Martin Award for a high-achieving  
Bachelor of Visual Art graduate 

• Lee Family Award for a high-achieving  
Bachelor of Visual Art (Hons) graduate

• Adelaide Central School of Art and  
Artlink Magazine Art History Award for a  
high-achieving student in Art History & Theory

AWARDS PARTNERS

Adelaide Central School of Art sincerely thanks the family of the late James Martin (former lecturer),  
the Lee family, Altaire Arts & Supplies and our partners for their generous support of our Awards  
for Excellence.

• Art History & Theory 1 essay prize  

• Art History & Theory 2 essay prize

For continuing students

• NAVA Ignition Award for a high-achieving  
student in Professional Studies

• FELTspace Award for a high achieving student  
working within an experimental or alternative practice

• Helen Mitchell Award for merit 

• Board of Governors and Guildhouse Award  
for Excellence
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2O22 STUDENT AND 
GRADUATE SUCCESS

Adelaide Central School of Art is committed to helping 
our students and graduates achieve success in the visual 
art industry. Through scholarships, grant funding, and 
residencies, we have been able to assist new students  
and high-achieving alumni pursue their career goals. 

School Leaver Scholarships
Supported by the M&M Carbins Trust Fund through the 
Royal South Australian Society of Arts

Jada McInnes 

Bachelor of Visual Art (Hons) Scholarship 

Georgia Button and Lara Tilbrook 

GRADUATE SUPPORT PROGRAM

Our Graduate Support Program provides a range of 
opportunities for alumni as they commence their careers. 
This year, over $20,000 was awarded to graduates for the 
development of new work for exhibition, the purchase 
of new studio equipment and support for professional 
development activities.

Scammells Major Grant

To be announced soon  

Hentley Farm Creation Label  

Nicole Clift, 2019 BVA (Hons)  

Adelaide Film Festival  

Sonara Krix, 2017 BVA (Hons)  
Jingwei Bu, 2021 BVA 

Adelaide Festival Centre Children’s Artspace   

Caitlin Bowe, 2017 BVA (Hons)  
Ruby Chew, 2010 BVA  
Jess Taylor, 2013 BVA (Hons)   

ALUMNI COMMITTEE

Established in 2021, the Alumni Committee represents 
the graduates of Adelaide Central School of Art. Its aim 
is to foster and sustain a vibrant, engaged community of 
graduates, through social gatherings, peer-to-peer learning 
and professional development opportunities.  

The Committee plans social functions, coordinates ‘Crit 
Night’ events at the School and at local arts organisations 
and shares alumni activity through its Instagram account  
@acsa.alumni 

This year we held Alumni Crit Nights at Praxis ARTSPACE 
Studios and Adelaide Contemporary Experimental Studios 
as well as at Adelaide Central School of Art.  

If you’d like to get involved email alumni.committee@acsa.
sa.edu.au. 

AD
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This catalogue accompanies
2022 GRADUATE EXHIBITION
Bachelor of Visual Art (Honours) and Bachelor 
of Visual Art Adelaide Central School of Art
10 December – 6 January 

Published by Adelaide Central School  
of Art Incorporated 
PO Box 225 Fullarton South Australia 5063
7 Mulberry Road Glenside South Australia 5065 
Telephone +61 8 8299 7300
info@acsa.sa.edu.au
www.acsa.sa.edu.au

Copyright © the artists, authors and
Adelaide Central School of Art Inc.

All rights reserved. This publication is copyright.  
Except as permitted under the Copyright Act. 
No part of this publication may be reproduced 
by any process, electronic or otherwise, 
without permission in writing from the 
publisher. Neither may information be stored 
electronically in any form whatsoever without 
such permission. 

ISBN: 978-0-6488063-2-5

Catalogue Design: Katy Biggs 
Printing: Newstyle Print 
Artwork photography and graduate 
photography of Aaron Parker and  
Khanh Mai: James Field  
Graduate portraits: Sam Roberts 

Works in the catalogue were photographed 
on 4-6 October 2022, or provided by the 
graduates. Some works have been  
developed further. Publication correct  
as of 21 November 2022.
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Apply now acsa.sa.edu.au or call (08) 8299 7300 
to discuss your study pathway.

Applications close 9 January 2023 for:  
•  Bachelor of Visual Art (Honours)
•  Bachelor of Visual Art 
•  Associate Degree of Visual Art 
•  Diploma of Visual Art 

STUDY AT AUSTRALIA’S 
BEST ART SCHOOL

IMAGE: Julie Harding, Tree Space, 2022, Warp: linen, 
Weft: linen, jute, cotton. Woven panel 56.5 x 36.5 cm




